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	My interest in this subject started when I joined the broadcast equipment manufacturer,
	Chyron. For a few years I was the product manager for their playout automation and
	asset management product lines. These were one of the first applications that gave
	television broadcasters the means to manage the ingest, storage, archiving, and playout
	of programmes and commercials using the video servers that had just been introduced.
	The use of video compression, and the availability of high capacity disk drives,
	meant that the server had become a viable replacement for videotape.


	Before that time, television programming had been broadcast from a combination of
	automated videocassette libraries (usually referred to as cart machines) and manually
	operated videotape recorders. The cart machines had sophisticated control systems to
	manage playlists and even make backup tapes for commercial breaks. As the broadcasters
	migrated to disk storage they demanded a similar functionality. The asset management
	system needed to handle multiple copies of a television commercial or
	programme, whether a tape or a file. The complete system had to be highly available
	and to fail-over gracefully–a spoilt commercial slot is a revenue opportunity lost forever.
	I must thank Spencer Rodd, now of Pharos Communications, for introducing me to the
	many issues involved in television channel playout from video servers.


	Since those days, transmission from servers rather than tape has become the norm.
	The old methods for managing tapes, little different from a public lending library, have
	been replaced with digital asset management to control the ingest and playout of files.


	I then moved to an industry working with much smaller video files–streaming media.
	I joined a team that was planning the system architecture for an application service
	provider that was to offer media encoding, archiving and distribution. Part of my role was
	to evaluate the leading digital asset management systems. That knowledge gained was the starting point for this book.


	As I looked through the collateral from the vendors, they promised object-oriented
	software architectures with XML interfaces. The storage products offered helical or linear
	tape transports, NAS or SAN? The list went on and on. I had to sift through all the
	information and decide whether the claimed product benefits really gave a clear advantage
	in managing the content workflow, or would deliver a better return on investment.
	The problem was that the products covered many disciplines, from software engineering
	to video technology (for me familiar ground). Furthermore, no deployment can be
	successful without a deep understanding of the processes and workflows of content
	creation and publishing.
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NOOK Tablet For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2012

	The fun is just a tap away with the nifty NOOK Tablet!


	It's an e-reader, it's a tablet, and it's hot! The NOOK Tablet offers all the advantages of an Android-based tablet, and this small-trim book is packed with information about how to use it. Learn to set up your NOOK Tablet, navigate the touchscreen, download...
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SONAR 4 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Demystify the basics of the powerful functions of SONAR 4. With step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations, and a technical edit by Cakewalk, "SONAR 4 Ignite!" gives beginners the skills they need to quickly begin composing, editing, and arranging music. Learn how to set up your project, create tracks, edit MIDI and digital audio...
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Cosmos DB for MongoDB Developers: Migrating to Azure Cosmos DB and Using the MongoDB APIApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Learn Azure Cosmos DB and its MongoDB API with hands-on samples and advanced features such as the multi-homing API, geo-replication, custom indexing, TTL, request units (RU), consistency levels, partitioning, and much more. Each chapter explains Azure Cosmos DB’s features and functionalities by...
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The Ankarana Plateau in Madagascar: Tsingy, Caves, Volcanoes and Sapphires (Cave and Karst Systems of the World)Springer, 2019

	
		The book describes the Ankarana plateau and its cave network in Madagascar, depicting the natural environment of the Plateau as well as the natural processes which created the cave network of more than 100km with many galleries, some are very large and draped with different cave formations and underground rivers are inhabited with...
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Beginning DotNetNuke 4.0 Website Creation in VB 2005 with Visual Web Developer 2005 Express: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
DotNetNuke is a programming framework that helps you create and deploy web projects in ASP.NET 2.0. Its ease of use means that even nonprogrammers can take advantage of the new ASP.NET 2.0 features when building a web site. It integrates with many of Microsofts other free products like SQL Server 2005 Express, which makes it a powerful and...
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Mac OS X Power Tools, Second EditionSybex, 2004
The latest version of Mac OS X (v10.3, Panther) is here, and noted expert Dan Frakes has once again worked day and night to discover and document the best ways for Mac users -- of all experience levels to get things done. This completely revised and updated second edition of Mac OS X Power Tools provides tips, shortcuts, and...
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